November's incoming artists have just started their residency. We welcome: 

Józef Gałązka and Katarzyna Szymkiewicz (Poland), 2017 Hestia Artistic Journey Awardees and Yoon Young Park (Canada/Korea).

**RESIDENCY OPPORTUNITIES:**

US based artists! You have few days left to apply for the 2018 Residency Unlimited Open Call. Application deadline: November 5, 2017. Six selected artists will each be provided with $1,000 stipend and a three-month residency. This opportunity is enabled by the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) “Art Works” Grant Program.

We are thrilled to announce this year's winner of a fully funded six month 2018 Atelier Mondial Residency in Basel (CH). Congratulations to Jennifer Rosenblit!

Please join us for the following programs involving RU artists:

- **Nov 9, 6.30pm** RU Exhibition Caption, a two day multi media installation at RU by Youngho Lee
- **Nov 10, 7pm** RU Exhibition Cultivated Memory: Archaeologies of the Imagined with new work by Emma Adler, Ada Van Hoorebeke, Christine Mills, Andreia Santana, and Asia Sztencel at Peninsula Art Space. Curated by Isin Önl
- **Nov 14, 4pm** RU Talk: Non-selection as curation by Luka Knežević Strika and Jelena Mijić present their collaborative platforms in Belgrade and Madeira (Portugal)
- **Nov 16, 6pm** Vertical Acoustics, site-specific sound installation at RU by Andras Blazsek in discussion with the artist Emily Verla Bovino
- **Nov 30, 6pm** RU Exhibition Collapse of Vision at Equity Gallery, with new work by US artists Eva Davidova, Dakota Gearhart, Ryan Kuo and Farideh Sakhaeifar. Curated by Jessica Porter.
RU Exhibition: Caption by Youngho Lee

Nov 9, 6.30pm at RU

Caption, a new multimedia installation by the Seoul based artist Youngho Lee combines video, 16 mm film strips and sculptural objects inviting the viewer into a personal fantastic theater space.

RU Exhibition: Cultivated Memory: Archaeologies of the Imagined

Opening on Nov 10, 7pm at Peninsula Art Space

An experimental form of exhibition curated by Isin Önl with new work by Emma Adler (Germany), Ada Van Hoorebeke (Belgium), Christine Mills (UK), Andreia Santana (Portugal), and Asia Sztencel (NYC).
RU Talk: Non-selection as curation

Nov 14, 2017, 4pm at RU

Luka Knežević Strika and YVAA artist Jelena Mijić, both from Serbia, present MultiMadeira, an unfunded AiR program in Portugal and Ostavinska Gallery, an artist run space in Belgrade.

READ MORE

RU Exhibition: Vertical Acoustics

Oct 24, 6.30pm at RU

A site-specific sound installation by Andras Blazsek (Slovakia/Hungary), accompanied by images and soundscapes of a road-trip with the artist Emily Verla Bovino (NYC/Hong Kong).

READ MORE

RU Exhibition: Collapse of Vision

Opening on Nov 30, 6pm at Equity Gallery

The exhibition Collapse of Vision
Farideh Sakhaeifar: you are in the war zone. 2016, Gelatin silver print, 8x10inch

Farideh Sakhaeifar: you are in the war zone. 2016, Gelatin silver print, 8x10inch

combines the perspectives of four US based artists Eva Davidova, Dakota Gearhart, Ryan Kuo and Farideh Sakhaeifar whose work each uniquely addresses environmental, social and behavioral issues. Curated by Jessica Porter.

RU Alumni News:

RU alum Brett Swenson (NYC), winner of the 2017 Jane Phillips Award, just finished his residency at Mission Gallery in Swansea (UK). This invitation was extended to him by Amanda Roderick and Bella Kerr as a result of their simultaneous residencies at RU in 2016.

If in Dallas, please visit the show Invisible Cities at Dallas Contemporary featuring artists from East and South East Asia including the RU alum Kai-chun Chiang (Taiwan). Curated by Lilia Kudelia and on view until Dec 17.
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